LGBT CHILDREN’S BOOKS

Picture Books

FP BRY The different dragon Jennifer Bryan
FP CAL Something else Kathryn Cave
FP CAR If I had a hundred mummies Vanda Carter
FP DEH King and King Linda De Haan & Stern Nijland
FP EWE 10,000 dresses Marcus Ewert
FP GAR Molly’s family Nancy Garden
FP HAL Red: a crayon’s story Michael Hall
FP HER I am Jazz Jessica Herthel
FP HOF Jacob’s new dress Sarah & Ian Hoffman
FP ISM I’m a girl! Yasmeen, Ismail
FP MER Dad David, Baba Chris, and Me Ed Merchant
FP NEW Donovan’s big day Leslea Newman
FP NEW Mommy, Mama, and Me Leslea Newman
FP RIC And Tango makes three Justin Richardson
FP WAL Introducing teddy: a story about Being yourself Jess Walton

Fiction

F BRU Alex as well Alyssa Brugman
F CHA Postcards from no man’s land Aidan Chambers
F CHA Dance on my grave Aidan Chambers
F GIN George Alex Gino
F GLE Two weeks with the Queen Morris Gleitzman
F LON What’s up with Jody Barton? Hayley Long
F NEW The shell house Linda Newbery
F RUS If I was your girl Meredith Russo
F TAR Golden boy Abigail Tarttelin
F WAL The boy in the dress David Walliams
F WIL The art of being normal Lisa Williamson
F WIL Kiss Jacqueline Wilson
F WIT Parrotfish Ellen Wittlinger
## LGBT CHILDREN’S BOOKS

### Myths, Legends & Fairy Tales

- **FL VAL**  
  The Duke who outlawed jelly beans  
  Johnny Valentine

### Non-Fiction

- **305.3 ATK**  
  Can I tell you about gender diversity?  
  A guide for friends, family and  
  Professionals  
  C.J. Atkinson

- **305.3 PES**  
  Who are you? : The kid’s guide to  
  Gender identity  
  Brook Pessin-Whedbee

- **306.85 HOF**  
  The great big book of families  
  Mary Hoffman

- **306.85 HOF**  
  Welcome to the family  
  Mary Hoffman